
Monoprint Station Directions 

1. Mono prints are the most like paintings.  You are applying ink to a plate and 
then wiping it away or possibly putting objects on the plate to manipulate the 
ink.  You can pull a print and then apply ink again in a different way.  Then  
realign (register) the plate to the same print and print again creating a new 
effect, layering your print.  You may also be happy with just one mono print 
from the plate you create.  There are different kinds of plates you can use to 
apply the ink including gelli plates (made from gelatin) and acrylic plexiglass 
plates.  You could also use a metal plate.  Collagraph is another form of mono 
printing using cardboard and textural materials to build a plate. 

2. Look at some of the examples of mono printing in the box of samples.  Some 
were printed with gelli plates and others were created with acrylic plates.  

3. Watch the demo videos here to learn some of the various techniques. 

4. Experiment with the stencils, bubble wrap, seashells and other objects here 
at the gelli print/monoprint station.  Try to be creative with the various 
textures and techniques.  Consider the surface textures and the colors you 
are combining. 

5. Remember any letters or numbers you print will be backwards so reverse 
them if this is important to you. 

6. To print you simply put a piece of paper over your plate and use a baren, 
your hand or the back of a wooden spoon to press the paper on the plate.  
You don’t have to press really hard to get a print.  

7. If you use an acrylic plate you can put the paper and plate through the fine 
art press.  

8. Go to the press with your plate and the clean piece of paper.  
• Put a piece of clean newspaper down on the press under one blanket 

layer.  



• Put the plate on top of the newspaper under the blanket with the ink 
side facing up.  

• Now center the paper on top of the plate.  
• Put one blanket layer over the plate and paper. 
• Adjust the tension of the press so it is pressing firmly on the plate, but 

not bending the plate. 
• Turn the press wheel to press the paper to the plate to create the print.  

Pass the press back through forwards and back one time.
• Lift the blanket and carefully pull the paper away from the plate to reveal 

your pulled print. Put on the drying rack to dry.  

9. Make sure you put your name on your prints and save for your visual journal 
pages.


